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CEO CLUBS TO CHINA

Yin Chuan (Shizuishan), Chengdu (Dujiangyan), Qingdao (Jiao Zhou), Beijing

Jul 3rd - 12th, 2011
4 CITIES in 10 DAYS & 9 NIGHTS

In the past dozen years, The CEO Clubs in China have
grown much faster than their USA headquarters. Many
friendships have been developed across the sea and today
about 150 members of the USA CEO Clubs and 150
members of the CEO Clubs of China have exchanged visits.
The CEO CLUBS have taken about 850 CEOs to China
during 25 visits. Joseph Mancuso, CEO CLUB founder,
traveled alone to China over the Christmas vacation to
arrange this trip with the eight members of the Global CEO
Clubs. Many business relationships and joint ventures
have developed because of this sharing between two
cultures. Please see web sites: http://CEOClubs.org and
http://www.GlobalCEOClubs.com for more information.

SCHEDULE ON PAGE 6
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CEO CLUBS TO CHINA

REASONS TO JOIN THE CEO CLUBS IN CHINA
!Share

ideas with members from the
China and USA Chapters of The CEO

Clubs.
!Have

a banquet dinner with the CEO Club members
and government officials in four cities.

!In

Chengdu, the home of the Panda Bear, enjoy
shopping, bars and some of the best (and cheapest)
foot massages in the East.

!This

is a unique trip to find “business partners” in
China, which are available in second and third tier
cities where Americans seldom travel. Also, it will be a
chance to have fun while you are making money.

!Your

trip begins and ends in Beijing (The power
capitol) and everything is paid for 10 days and 9
nights.

!SPECIAL

NOTE: you need single entry visas.

Our group has been there over a two dozen times
before and we are well known in all of China. We
have had enormous media coverage as the Chinese
government wants to do business with America. We
know the Mayors and the party secretaries and our
Chinese members know the businesses. Chinese CEOs
are anxious to meet you as the USA has made it
impossible for many of them to obtain Visa’s to visit
here. Yet, they are seeking American partners.
In China, to do business successfully, you must first
make friends, not only with the companies, but with
the government and most of all the Mayors. Otherwise
the business just doesn’t happen profitably. It is a
very simple but hard to follow principle for “ready-fireaim” type American CEOs.
The CEO CLUBS travel first class or as we say, “one
step above luxury”. We are given police escorts,
access to private “communist only” hotels and front
page media coverage. We do business by day and
play as tourists by night. Of the 850 CEOs who have
come on past trips, all agree, “it is the trip of a
lifetime”.
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MAKE YOUR TRIP TO CHINA A FAMILY AFFAIR
This trip is scheduled in the summer not only for the good
weather but this is school vacation. We encourage you to
bring children (I am) and seeing China is always more
productive and fun when children are on the trip. Several
years ago, as you will see in China Picture Book, Peter
Tepperman’s son, Brian,
return to China to spend
a summer with Mayor
Han in Beijing. This 15
year old spoke no Chinese
and said it was a great
summer.

Read more about
CEO Club Members
Bringing Their Families
in the
China Picture Book
Available for Download
at http://bit.ly/hVRj7K
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SUMMARY

Yin Chuan (Shizuishan), Chengdu (Dujiangyan), Qingdao (Jiao Zhou), Beijing

Citizens of America need a single entry visa, which is $75 and is best
obtained by going to Google. There is no visa required to enter Hong
Kong and you can get a China visa in Hong Kong in a few hours for more
money.
We will be in climates from north to south in July, which parallel Maine
to Florida, so bring appropriate clothing. Bring an extra suitcase full of
small gifts to exchange. You will need the extra suitcase on the way
back.
These fares, heavily subsidized by the Chinese government, are for two
people sharing a room and coach class tickets. We also have a special
first class option, which includes first class internal China tickets, private
translators, airport security clearance, and hotel suites; if you are
interested.
You get your own flights to and from China and we do the rest. We need
your airline flights to pick-you-up and your passport numbers for the
hotels. We stay at five star hotels.
We strongly advise getting a loaded China cell phone. You can call
anywhere in China and the USA with this phone. We will give you the
cell phone numbers of all other members on the trip. It is especially
useful for partners, husbands/wives to stay in touch while in China. This
phone number is the best way to have your USA friends call you. The
phone can be recharged for heavy use with a credit card. The fee for the
rental and charger is between $250 and $300.00.
When its noon in China (they have one time zone) it is midnight in New
York.

We need your photo and bio to put on our website
www.ceoclubs.org and to translate and put on
www.globalceoclubs.com so business opportunities are
optimized.

Always keep your hotel room key with you, as a non-English
speaking taxi drivers will get you back to the hotel.
Most Chinese CEOs do not speak English and a small dictionary
(conversion) can be useful.
We like www.Skype.com to make free phone calls from computer
to computer. We will have Internet access at all locations.
Consider reading Mancuso’s China Picture Book before you land
in China.
Doing business in China is complicated. Making money in China
is difficult.
Many members drop out and rejoin the trip. Please inform us of
these type changes, both planned and unplanned.

We are here to find business opportunities first and have fun
second. The schedule will change frequently to optimize these
Remember this is China and they operate much differently than the USA. business opportunities.
Please expect schedule changes.

Obama Pushes Hu on Rights but Stresses Ties to China. US wants to sell $45 billion dollars worth of goods to China
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SCHEDULE FOR THE CEO CLUBS WHILE IN CHINA
JULY 3

Day one Arriving in Beijing Airport pick-up with CEO Club sign | Check in at Kempinski Hotel Beijing Lufthansa Center (five star) China strategically
located in the Lufthansa center with every service within walking distance.

JULY 4

Beijing: Breakfast together (don't miss it, as schedules change and are reviewed each day at breakfast) | Tour famous Beijing sights, Forbidden City,
Great Wall, Birds Nest and Olympic Village. Chapter Meeting 5PM to 10PM | Dinner/drinks opportunity to meet government leaders and CEOs of local
businesses

JULY 5

Fly from Beijing to Yin Chuan, (Shizuishan). It's about an hour west of Beijing and a little north. This is real China and will have the lowest prices. The
CEO CLUB has a thirty acre real estate project on a beautiful lake. This is predominately a Muslim city and unique within China. (Marriott Hotel)
Morning shopping where those who live there; not tourist, shop

JULY 6

Yin Chuan: We will have Global CEO Forum for one day meeting and business matching for business opportunities with local CEOs. City tour to see
sand mountain in the lake. It is the only one in the world. Dinner with Mayors and CEOs. This is cultural place with 3,000,000 Muslims

JULY 7

Fly to Chengdu | Check in Marriott Hotel in city of 18,000,000 and is the best city for foot massage | Free time | Dinner with limited number of CEOs in
the city. This is the home of the Panda Bear and the location of the devastating earthquake. See the CEO CLUBS North American Industrial Park
Chengdu, (Dujiangyan). This includes an already built 200,000 square foot factory and 7,000 adjacent apartments. This facility was built by the Central
Government to help the city recover from the earthquake. It is now empty and part of our real estate project.

JULY 8

Chengdu: Breakfast together | Shop on China widest street (China Lane) lined with bars, restaurants and great deals | Dinner together Hot Pot
restaurant

JULY 9

Fly to Qingdao: (Shangri-La Hotel) Breakfast together | Meeting with government officials | Meeting with Mr. Boen Liu a long time Chinese member
who has extensive real estate and technology projects. Lunch with new members, government and new business partners

JULY 10

See Qingdao: (Shangri-La Hotel) Breakfast together | Shopping and sightseeing. Visit Qingdao beer company, Haire, China’s version of G.E. and take
a lovely dip in the Pacific Ocean!

JULY 11

Fly back to Beijing: Check back in at Kempinski Hotel Beijing Lufthansa Center (five star) China strategically located in the Lufthansa center with
every service within walking distance.

JULY 12

Fly from Beijing return to USA
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MAP

Yin Chuan (Shizuishan), Chengdu (Dujiangyan), Qingdao (Jiao Zhou), Beijing

BEIJING
YINCHUAN
QINGDAO

CHENDU
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Kempinski Hotel Beijing
Lufthansa Center

50 Liangmaqiao Road
Chaoyang District,
Beijing 100125, P.R.C.
Tel: +86 10 6465 3388
Fax: +86 10 6410 4080

Kempinski Hotel Yinchuan China
No.160 Beijing Middle Road
Jinfeng District
Yinchuan, China 750002
Tel +86 951 516 5888
Fax +86 951 516 5999
reservations.yinchuan@kempinski.com
Sheraton Chengdu Lido Hotel
No. 15, Section 1, Ren Min Zhong Road
Chengdu, Sichuan 610015, China
Phone: (86)(28) 8676 8999
Fax: (86)(28) 8676 8888

HOTELS

Qingdao Shangri-La Hotel
9 Xiang Gang Zhong Lu
Qingdao 266071, China
T: (86 532) 8388 3838
F: (86 532) 8388 6868
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The CEO Club Will Enjoy a First Class Trip at 350mph on the Blue Bullet!
Because The CEO CLUBS has a close working relationship with China’s (M.O.R.) Ministry of Rails
(US version of Department of Transportation), everyone on the July China visit will be given free first
class rides to experience the train. The top speed is 350 MPH and China leads the world in this
technology. Most likely we will be taking the half hour ride between Beijing and Tianjin. Many members have said
this experiential aspect of our trip was the most valuable part of the China visit. The CEO CLUB is working with
MOR to integrate Americas mid sized businesses (our member profile) into partnerships with MOR.

Mr. Liu Zhijun (pictured) is the Minister of Ministry of Railways and Secretary General of the Party Committee
of the Ministry of Railways.
He began his career in Feb. 1972 and joined the Communist Party of China (CPC) in Aug., 1973.
Mr. Liu is mainly in charge of the overall railway affairs and in specific charge of General Office of the Ministry
of Railways, Department of personnel, Department of finance, the affairs of international communication and
cooperation, construction of high speed railway, railway safety transportation and dedicated transportation
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Yin Chuan (Shizuishan), Chengdu (Dujiangyan), Qingdao (Jiao Zhou), Beijing

Visas: You must supply both your passport number and a photocopy of
your passport picture page with your completed registration for us to get
your airline tickets. You must get a single-entry visa, which is $75.

MEMBERS

Paying Before 5/10/11
Cancellation Fee
!100% of your funds will be refunded if you cancel before May 1st,
Paying After 5/10/11
2011.
!50% of your funds will be refunded if you cancel before May
10th, 2011.
!No Refund After May 10th, 2011
China is the world’s

Tuition
These fees cover your hotel room with breakfast, fees cover the tourist
days internal china airplane and the bus rides. We cover costs while you
are in China on the trip. It also includes the banquets with government
leaders and local CEO Club members. However, the fees do not include
airfare to and from China or golf/tennis fees.

This Fee is For Two People Sharing a Room
One Person in a Room,
cut price in half and add $950.00
Dress
July is sometimes cold in China but we expect to swim in some ports so
bring bathing suits. Also, there is a need for a suit & tie to attend the
formal banquets with government leaders.
Regulations
Please email a photo in .JPG format and a one-page bio in either .TXT,
.DOC or .PDF format to office@ceoclubs.org, which we will put on the
web to familiarize contacts between you and the combined American and
Chinese CEO Clubs members and attendees.

NON-MEMBERS

$5,400

$6,000

6,250

6,850

leader in fast trains. Under
construction in China now is an interconnected
network of over thirty high speed train projects. It is
the type of project that builds infrastructure and
creates jobs and benefits everyone.

The CEO CLUB is proud to be consultants to both the
central governments Ministry of Railways and the
largest high speed train manufacturer (China Railway
Construction Corporation) with 250,000 employees.
The Club is following up President Obama’s recent
China visit by advising on building a high speed train
for Los Angeles to Las Vegas, non-stop, in 84
minutes. See www.DesertXpress.com for more
details.
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CEO CLUBS TO CHINA
Beijing, capital of the People's Republic of China,
is the nation's political, economic, cultural,
educational and international trade and
communication center. Located in northern China,
close to the port city of Tianjin and partially
surrounded by Hebei Province, Beijing also serves
as the most important transportation hub and port
of entry in China.
Beijing, one of the six ancient cities in China, has
been the heart and soul of politics and society
throughout its long history and consequently there
is an unparalleled wealth of discovery to delight
and intrigue travelers as they explore Beijing's
ancient past and exciting modern development.
Now it has become one of the most popular tourist
destinations in the world, with about 140 million
Chinese tourists and 4.4 million international
visitors in a year.

YIN CHUAN
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CEO CLUBS TO CHINA
Yinchuan, the capital of Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, lies to the
west of the Yellow River and to the east of Helan Mountain. The
landform is divided into two main parts, the mountainous region in the
west and south and the plains in the north and east. The average
altitude of Yinchuan is 1,100 meters (about 3,609 feet). Lying in the
central section of Ningxia Plain which is irrigated by the Yellow River,
Yinchuan holds abundant water resources and enjoys the reputation of
'a land of fish and rice in the frontier'.

A brilliant culture has contributed to Yinchuan being a famous tourist
city. There are over 60 historical sites including mosques, pagodas,
pavilions, temples, and imperial tombs as well as natural scenery such
as Helan Mountain, Sand Lake Scenic Resort (Sha Hu) and Shapotou,
etc.
A transportation system of highway, railway and airlines in Yinchuan
provides speed and convenience. There are several national highways
leading to all parts of the country and more than 125 kilometers
(about 78 miles) of expressways within the boundaries of the city.
Baolan Railway (Baotou in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region to
Lanzhou in Gansu Province) and Zhongbao Railway (Zhongwei in
Yinchuan Province to Baoji in Shaanxi Province) connect with all
railway lines to every destination. In addition, flights from Yinchuan
Hedong Airport take you to all the major cities of China.
Here you can taste the local dishes or snacks of rich Islamic flavor,
such as Yangrou Paomo and Shouzhua Yangrou. Hotels of different
grades are available to visitors, providing you warm and comfortable
places to relax yourself.
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Chengdu is the capital of "Heavenly State" (Tian Fu Zhi Guo), habitat of giant
pandas and city of cotton-rose hibiscus.

Located in the west of Sichuan Basin and in the center of Chengdu Plain,
Chengdu covers a total area of 12.3 thousand square kilometers (4,749 square
miles) with a population of over 11 million.
Benefitting from Dujiangyan Irrigation Project which was constructed in 256 B.C.,
Sichuan Province is reputed as "Tian Fu Zhi Guo", literally a place richly endowed
with natural resources. Chengdu, as the capital, is extremely productive. The Min
and Tuo Rivers, two branches of the Yangtze River, connected to forty other rivers,
supply an irrigation area of more than 700 square kilometers (270.27 square
miles) with 150-180 million kilowatts of water. Consisting of abundant mineral
resources, the land is extremely fertile.
In addition to its profound historical and cultural background featuring historic
places of interest such as the Thatched Cottage of Du Fu , Wuhou Memorial
Temple and Wenshu Monastery , etc, natural beauty abounds in surrounding areas
such as in the Jiuzhaigou Scenic Area and Huang Long Valley (Yellow Dragon
Valley) . The natural habitat of giant pandas, Chengdu Panda Breeding and
Research Center , supports the world's only giant panda breeding and research
base.
Sampling the famous Sichuan cuisine is a must on a trip to Chengdu. Enjoying the
food as well as the culture, shopping and having tea at a teahouse afford a deeper
understanding of Chengdu.
Improved land and airlines extending nationwide provide greater convenience.
Chengdu is also the main inland access city to Tibet.
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Qingdao, a beautiful seaside city, is located in the southeast part of
Shandong Province. To the east, a short distance across the Yellow Sea,
lie Korea and Japan, making Qingdao an important city for international
trade.

The red roofs, green trees, blue sea, and azure sky form a bright and colorful picture of Qingdao. The city is sometimes known as the Switzerland
of the Orient. Surrounded by the sea on three sides, Qingdao attracts many tourists with its charming seascape. Sights like the Eight Passes
Villas, Wusi Square, the Zhan Bridge, Mt. Laoshan, No.1 Bathing Beach, Badaguan Scenic Area will help you remember Qingdao. Just walking
on the sand and listening to the surf breaking on the beach becomes enjoyable.
Qingdao offers food with distinctive flavors--especially seafood. So take this chance to enjoy the delicious seafood of Qingdao. Also, Qingdao is
the home of the famous Qingdao (Tsingtao) Beer. Have a bottle of pure Qingdao Beer right here in Qingdao!
The Qingdao Municipal Government recognizes the importance of the tourism industry and has further plans to develop tourism in Qingdao. To
enhance the tourism industry, Qingdao now sponsors the Qingdao International Beer Festival, the Qingdao International Sea Festival, Beach
Culture Festival, the Sea Affection Festival, and the Summer of Qingdao Festival.
Qingdao and Korea
Since the first Korean companies
began doing business in Qingdao
in 1988, Korean people have
lived here. Thousands of Korean
people now live and work here,
which makes Qingdao the city
with the most Korea investment
enterprises in China. And
Qingdao also has the largest
Korean population in China. With
years of cultural exchange, they
have established deep, close
friendships and mutual trust with
the native Chinese people.

WHILE IN CHINA, THE CEO CLUBS WORK HARD & PLAY HARD
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Yin Chuan (Shizuishan), Chengdu (Dujiangyan), Qingdao (Jiao Zhou), Beijing
MEMBERS

Jul 3rd - 12th, 2011

Paying Before 5/10/11
Paying After 5/10/11

You Must Pre-Register in Order to Attend | Fax 212.925.7463

Full Name:

NON-MEMBERS

$5,400

$6,000

6,250

6,850

Visas: You must supply both your passport number and a
photocopy of your passport picture page with your completed
registration for us to get your airline tickets. You must get a
single-entry visa, which is $75.

Company Name:
Cancellation Fee
!100% of your funds will be refunded if you cancel before
May 1st, 2011.
!50% of your funds will be refunded if you cancel before
May 10th, 2011.
!No Refund After May 10th, 2011

Address:
City:

State:

Contact Number

Zip Code
Email:

Guest’s Name:
Credit Card Number:
Signature:

Exp Date:

CSC:

Tuition
These fees cover your hotel room with breakfast, fees cover
the tourist days internal china airplane and the bus rides. We
cover costs while you are in China on the trip. It also includes
the banquets with government leaders and local CEO Club
members. However, the fees do not include airfare to and
from China or golf/tennis fees.
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